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Abstract

Single crystal silicon carbide micro-sized tensile specimens were fabricated with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) in order to investigate the effect of stress concentration on the room-temperature fracture strength. The fracture strength was defined as the level of stress at the highest stressed location in the structure at the instant of specimen rupture. Specimens with an elliptical hole, a circular hole, and without a hole (and hence with no stress concentration) were made. The average fracture strength of specimens with a higher stress concentration was larger than the average fracture strength of specimens with a lower stress concentration. Average strength of elliptical-hole, circular-hole, and without-hole specimens was 1.53, 1.26, and 0.66 GPa, respectively. Significant scatter in strength was observed with the Weibull modulus ranging between 2 and 6. No fractographic examination was performed but it was assumed that the strength controlling flaws originated from etching grooves along the specimen side-walls. The increase of observed fracture strength with increasing stress concentration was compared to predictions made with the Weibull stress-integral formulation by using the NASA CARES/Life code. In the analysis isotropic material and fracture behavior was assumed - hence it was not a completely rigorous analysis. However, even with these assumptions good correlation was achieved for the circular-hole specimen data when using the specimen data without stress concentration as a baseline. Strength was over predicted for the elliptical-hole specimen data. Significant specimen-to-specimen dimensional variation existed in the elliptical-hole specimens due to variations in the nickel mask used in the etching. To simulate the additional effect of the dimensional variability on the probabilistic strength response for the single crystal specimens the ANSYS Probabilistic Design System (PDS) was used with CARES/Life.
Introduction

MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) that are being developed for power generation and propulsion (PowerMEMS) pose difficult design challenges with respect to strength and durability. For example, miniature turbomachinery may rotate in excess of 1 million rpm and experience stresses of several hundred MPa while operating in a hot combustion environment (ref. 1). Silicon carbide (SiC) would be an excellent material choice for these harsh environment applications because of its ability to maintain strength, resist creep, and resist oxidation at gas turbine operating temperatures. At NASA’s Glenn Research Center (GRC) work has been performed to develop SiC micro-fabrication technology as well as characterization and appropriate life prediction design methodology. This work was performed under NASA’s Advanced Micromachining Technology for SiC Microengines project within the Alternate Energies Foundation Technologies (AEFT) program.

Our testing program had three purposes:

- First, to demonstrate fabrication of simple structures—microtensile specimens in this case—that have high aspect ratios (vertical dimension or etch depth divided by lateral feature size) with sufficient strength, surface finish, and dimensional tolerance suitable for PowerMEMS. A highly directional deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process was used to fabricate the specimens (ref. 2).
- Second, to correlate process improvements with fracture strength response, where the fracture strength was defined as the level of stress at the highest stressed location in the structure at the instant of specimen rupture.
- And third, to test how well the Weibull probabilistic distribution works for miniature-sized SiC components. This was done with specimen geometries with various levels of stress concentration. This tested a fundamental premise of Weibull theory—that strength increases as the area (or volume) under highest stress decreases.

The increase in strength as the area (or volume) under highest stress decreases is known as the size-effect. Size effect has been investigated for miniature thin-film tensile specimens such as polysilicon (ref. 3) and a general review of the subject can be found in reference 4. Very little information exists in the literature for SiC at this size scale.

In this paper we describe work performed to predict the room-temperature strength of single crystal SiC micro-tensile specimens with introduced stress concentration using the Weibull distribution. This was done using GRC’s Ceramics Analysis and Reliability Evaluation of Structures Life prediction program (CARES/Life) (refs. 5 and 6). We also demonstrate the feasibility of using CARES/Life with the ANSYS Probabilistic Design System (PDS) (ref. 7) to simulate or predict the strength response of brittle material components while simultaneously accounting for the effect of the variability of geometrical features on the strength response.

Specimen Design and Fabrication

The single crystal specimens were tested from one fabrication run during 2004 (which was designated as batch 6). The size scale of the specimens was appropriate for PowerMEMS turbomachinery. Because an improved micromachining process was used, the quality of these single crystal specimens was better than that of polycrystalline SiC specimens previously fabricated (ref. 8). The single crystal SiC was hexagonal 6H polytype with a 3.5° off-axis orientation. Doping was n-type (resistivity 0.065 Ohm-cm) and the material was research grade (ref. 9). The specimens were oriented parallel to the flat where the flat was the \{10\overline{1}0\} plane. The wafer was lapped and polished from the backside to produce the final thickness of approximately 130 \(\mu\)m. The specimens were micromachined by DRIE using an inductively coupled plasma etcher (STS Multiplex ICP).
The key to effective tensile testing is a specimen design that enables effective gripping. Screw or pin-in-hole grip ends are obviously impractical at this size scale. Wedge-shaped specimen ends that fit into inserts in the grips is a design that was developed earlier for testing steel and nickel microspecimens (refs. 10 and 11). A traditional tensile specimen has a straight gage section, but there was concern that a straight specimen would break at the stress concentrations where it faired into the ends. This indeed turned out to be the case roughly half the time when tests were attempted on polycrystalline straight-gage-section specimens (ref. 8). We do not report on that data here. A specimen with a gentle curvature and smaller net cross-section avoids this problem while producing a uniform stress in the middle of the gage section. To generate a localized stress concentration a circular-hole and an elliptical-hole specimen were designed.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the basic geometries used for dogbone microtensile specimens. These specimens are actually rather large to be considered true MEMS, however, they are of appropriate size for PowerMEMS turbomachinery applications. The flared-end is the gripping section of the specimen and the gage section length is 1.3 mm with a designed cross section of 0.2 by 0.125 mm. From left to right in the figure these are (a) curved, (b) circular-hole, and (c) elliptical-hole designs. These yielded stress concentrations relative to the net cross-section of (a) 1.01, (b) 2.3, and (c) 4.5, respectively based on results from finite element analysis. The curved specimen was 1/2 the designed width or 0.1 mm at its narrowest point at the center. The central circular hole designed diameter was 1/2 the width or 0.1 mm in diameter. The central ellipse was designed to be 0.1 mm across its major axis (perpendicular to the load axis) and 0.05 mm across its minor axis for a ratio of 2:1 between the major axis and the minor axis. The curved specimen geometry was the base-line from which we predicted the response of the other geometries.

The specimens were fabricated at GRC and tested at Johns Hopkins University (JHU). The etch mask was electroplated nickel, approximately 10 μm thick. Wafers were etched using a time-multiplexed etch-passivate (TMEP) process, a technique widely used in the DRIE of silicon in order to form structures with aspect ratios greater than thirty (ref. 12). This technique alternates fluorine-plasma etching of the substrate with the deposition of a passivating polymer layer to produce an anisotropic profile (i.e., vertical sidewalls). In the DRIE of silicon using a fluorine plasma, the high reactivity of silicon with fluorine radicals causes fast lateral etching, which causes the etch mask to be undercut and reduces the aspect ratio attainable. On the other hand, SiC is relatively inert and appreciable etch rates using a fluorine plasma are obtained only when the SiC surface is subjected to ion bombardment. Since the ions are well collimated and strike only the horizontal surfaces of the substrate, the SiC etch process is inherently anisotropic. The lateral etch rate, however, while small, is not zero, which causes roughening of the side walls.

![Image of dogbone microtensile specimens](image_url)

**Figure 1.**—Basic schematic of the dogbone specimens (not to scale): (a) curved, (b) circular-hole, (c) elliptical-hole. The gage section is 1.3 mm in length.
By utilizing a TMEP process, we have been able to fabricate SiC specimens with reduced side wall roughness and side walls with better verticality compared to specimens that were fabricated using an etch-only DRIE process (ref. 8). SF₆ was used as the etching gas, while C₄F₈ was used to deposit a fluorocarbon polymer film which protected the side walls from lateral etching. Pressure was held constant at approximately 12 mTorr, with 1000 W coil power and 75 W platen power applied during the etching step. The etch rate was approximately 0.2 µm/min. Sides of the specimens were rougher than the unetched top and bottom surfaces, and exhibited vertical striations, as illustrated in figure 2. Any difference in side-wall roughness between the exterior surfaces and the interior surfaces of the holed features was not investigated.

The JHU team individually measured the dimensions of each specimen prior to fracture. The DRIE process used at GRC did not produce specimens with rectangular cross-sections; instead, because the sidewalls sloped outwards the specimens were wider at the base than at the top. A major goal of this project was to produce specimens with nearly vertical side walls and steady progress had been made as fabrication improved. Figure 3 shows an example of a cross-section for a specimen with a circular hole.

Tables 1 to 3 show the average specimen cross-sectional dimensions at the hole, or at the narrowest width (at the center) in the case of the curved specimen. The top surface is the nickel mask side and the bottom surface is opposite the nickel mask side. Note in table 3 that the elliptical-hole dimensions show significant scatter—particularly for the bottom minor axis. The dimensional variations were likely due to variations in the nickel mask used in the etching—resulting from uneven nickel plating and sloped sidewalls of the photoresist.

Figure 2.—SEM of etched side-walls; (a) close-up of an exterior side-wall of elliptical-hole specimen; (b) close-up of an interior side-wall of a circular-hole feature.

Figure 3.—Cross-section of a single crystal SiC test specimen with circular hole etched to a depth of 140 µm, as observed using SEM. Nickel mask is at the top.
TABLE 1.—CURVED SPECIMEN AVERAGE CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS (AT NARROWEST POINT); FOR \( n \) = NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, \( t \) = THICKNESS (All dimensions in \( \mu \)m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>Top Width</th>
<th>Bottom Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>127 ± 2</td>
<td>111 ± 3</td>
<td>125 ± 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.—CIRCULAR-HOLE SPECIMEN AVERAGE CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS; FOR \( n \) = NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, \( t \) = THICKNESS (All dimensions in \( \mu \)m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>Top Width</th>
<th>Top Diameter</th>
<th>Bottom Width</th>
<th>Bottom Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>126 ± 2</td>
<td>210 ± 3</td>
<td>91 ± 2</td>
<td>223 ± 7</td>
<td>77 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3.—ELLIPTICAL-HOLE SPECIMEN AVERAGE CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS; FOR \( n \) = NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, \( t \) = THICKNESS (All dimensions in \( \mu \)m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>Top Width</th>
<th>Top Maj. Axis</th>
<th>Top Min. Axis</th>
<th>Bottom Width</th>
<th>Bottom Maj. Axis</th>
<th>Bottom Min. Axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>127 ± 1</td>
<td>210 ± 4</td>
<td>91 ± 4</td>
<td>42 ± 3</td>
<td>225 ± 7</td>
<td>73 ± 5</td>
<td>26 ± 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experimental Procedure**

Figure 4 shows a microtensile specimen in a set of aluminum grips. Not shown in the figure are tapped holes for 0 to 80 screws, which fasten washers that cover the ends of the specimen. They do not grip the specimen, but capture the broken ends which would pop out on fracture. (A narrow strip of cellophane tape served the same purpose in later tests). One grip is fixed, and the other moves through a linear air bearing to reduce friction; it is attached with a thin steel wire to a load cell mounted on a motorized translation stage. A capacitance-based gage measured the displacement of an aluminum “flag” attached to the movable grip so that a force-displacement plot could be obtained. Displacement measurement was not necessary since only the strength was needed, but the plots were made to see if there was any unusual behavior (such as slipping as the specimen seats in the grips) during a test. The motorized stage was run at a constant rate for all tests—each taking a minute or so. Some details of the setup are given in reference 13.

Fractographic results (the examination of fractured surfaces from broken specimens) for the single crystal material were not available, however it was expected that sidewall grooves would be the source of the strength controlling flaws since those surfaces still showed significant roughness. Also, as demonstrated in references 14, 15, and 16 the strength response of small brittle structures is influenced by surface finish. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the strength response of sub-millimeter or micron-sized structures is controlled by surface residing flaws that result from the micromachining process.
Weibull Statistics and Cares/Life Analysis

The CARES/Life software describes the probabilistic nature of brittle material strength using the Weibull cumulative distribution function. For uniaxially stressed components the 2-parameter Weibull distribution for surface residing flaws describes the component fast-fracture failure probability, $P_f$, as

$$
P_f = 1 - \exp\left\{-\frac{1}{\sigma_0^m} \int_A \sigma(x,y)^m \, dA\right\}$$

(1)

where $A$ is the surface area, $\sigma(x,y)$ is the uniaxial stress at a point location on that surface, and $m$ and $\sigma_0$ are the shape and scale parameters of the Weibull distribution, respectively. The shape parameter (or Weibull modulus) is a unitless measure of the dispersion of strength while the scale parameter is the characteristic strength (at $P_f = 0.6321$) of a unit area of material in uniaxial tension and has units of stress⋅area$^{1/m}$. An analogous equation based on component volume, $V$, can be shown for flaws that reside within the component.

Estimation of the Weibull parameters comes from rupture experiments of specimens (ideally 30 or more) in simple tension or flexure. Regression techniques such as least squares and maximum likelihood have been developed that can determine these parameters from a simplified form of equation (1);

$$
P_f = 1 - \exp\left\{- \int_A \left(\frac{\sigma(x,y)}{\sigma_f}\right)^m \, dA \left(\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_0}\right)^m\right\}$$

$$
= 1 - \exp\left\{- A_e \left(\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_0}\right)^m\right\}
= 1 - \exp\left\{- \left(\frac{\sigma_f}{\sigma_0}\right)^m\right\}
$$

(2)

where $\sigma_f$ is the peak stress in the specimen, $\sigma_0$ is the specimen characteristic strength, and $A_e$ is known as the effective area. For component reliability that is a function of the volume, an analogous set of equations can be developed where $V_e$ is the effective volume.

The Weibull size effect is a direct consequence of equation (2) and predicts that the average strength of a large sized component is lower than that for a smaller sized component for identical loading and geometry. The magnitude of the size effect is a function of the effective area (or volume) and the Weibull modulus. For two different component geometry/loading combinations the size effect strength ratio is obtained by equating the probabilities of failure for the two different components resulting in

$$
\left(\frac{\sigma_{f,2}}{\sigma_{f,1}}\right)^m = \left(\frac{A_{e,1}}{A_{e,2}}\right)
$$

(3)

To predict the failure probability of specimen geometry 2 using the characteristic strength $\sigma_{0,1}$ of the baseline specimen geometry 1 we used

$$
P_f = 1 - \exp\left\{- \frac{A_{e,2}}{A_{e,1}} \left(\frac{\sigma_{f,2}}{\sigma_{0,1}}\right)^m\right\}
$$

(4)

where in this case geometry 1 is for the curved specimen and geometry 2 is for the circular-hole or elliptical-hole specimen.
In this work we study size-effect by using stress concentration. The central-hole specimen geometries were designed to have small effective areas relative to the curved specimen geometry so that a predicted size effect relative to the curved specimen would be large enough to easily stand out from the inherent scatter in the data. Confirmation of a size effect and the ability to predict it is a direct test of the applicability of the Weibull distribution to model the strength response of these materials at this size scale.

Size Effect Study of The Single Crystal SiC With ANSYS/PDS

In this section we demonstrate that CARES/Life can be used with the ANSYS Probabilistic Design System to account for the effect of stochastic variables—in this case the variability of specimen dimensions—on the specimen strength response. A rigorous analysis was not performed here because isotropic material and fracture behavior was assumed and therefore results should only be viewed as approximate.

The ANSYS Probabilistic Design System is an analysis tool which works with the ANSYS finite-element analysis program. The ANSYS/PDS allows the effects of probabilistic loads, component geometry, and material properties to be considered in the analysis. It offers probabilistic analysis methods such as Monte Carlo simulation or Response Surface Method. Previously it has been shown that CARES/Life can be embedded within the ANSYS/PDS using ANSYS macros so that the effects of stochastic variables of component geometry, loading and material properties on the predicted strength and life can be assessed (ref. 17). For the analysis of the single crystal SiC (batch 6) specimens we have attempted to use CARES/Life with ANSYS/PDS to simulate the effect of dimensional variation on predicted failure probability. This was done because dimensional variation of the elliptical-hole specimen was significant (see table 3). Isotropic material and fracture behavior were assumed since CARES/Life does not have anisotropic reliability models for single crystals. All specimens had the same orientation parallel to the primary flat of the wafer and hence the same orientation relative to the crystallographic cleavage plane(s). The effect of multiaxial stresses on the cleavage plane(s) was not considered.

The strength responses of the circular-hole and elliptical-hole specimens were predicted using the curved specimen data as a baseline. These predictions were based on calculation of the effective side-wall area, \( A_{ew} \), of the specimen (see fig. 2) and not on the total effective area, \( A_e \), of the specimen. The total effective area, \( A_e \), of the specimen includes the top (nickel mask) surface, also the bottom (opposite the nickel-mask) surface, as well as the side-wall surfaces. The effective side-wall area, \( A_{ew} \), only includes the etched side-wall area of the specimen and no other surfaces. The top and bottom surfaces were considerably less rough than the etched side-wall surfaces and were assumed to not contain critical strength controlling flaws. Hence, only the surfaces associated with the etched side-walls were assumed to contribute to the strength response. It was also assumed that the side-wall flaws resulting from etching along the interior hole feature were the same as the flaws resulting from etching on the exterior side-walls of the specimen (see fig. 2). All subsequent results are shown using first principal stress.

Table 4 shows the estimated Weibull parameters from the experimental data and their corresponding 90 percent confidence bounds. Note that the confidence bounds are a function of the sample size \( n \)—the greater the number of specimens tested (for a given geometry) the narrower the bounds on the estimated parameters are. The peak stress \( \sigma_f \) for each specimen was determined with ANSYS using the fracture loads and the individual measurements for each specimen cross section. Figure 5 shows the quarter-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Avg. strength (GPa)</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( \sigma_0 ) (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curved</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.12</td>
<td>5.9 (4.1, 7.5)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.66, 0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular hole</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.34</td>
<td>3.8 (2.6, 4.8)</td>
<td>1.38 (1.23, 1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptical hole</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.84</td>
<td>2.0 (1.4, 2.6)</td>
<td>1.74 (1.39, 2.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
symmetry mesh and first principal stress solution for the gage section of the elliptical-hole and circular-hole specimens using average specimen dimensions. A uniform pressure was applied at the specimen end to simulate the load. The estimated Weibull modulus $m$ in table 4 appears to be lower for the circular-hole and elliptical-hole specimens. However, there was one particularly high value in the elliptical-hole data that had the dramatic effect of lowering the Weibull modulus from 3.9 (with the data point removed) down to 2.0 (with the data point included). The reason why the strength of this potential outlier point was significantly larger than the rest of the data was not determined and it was therefore not removed from the data set.

To simulate fracture strength data we took advantage of equation (4) and Monte-Carlo simulation. For the PDS simulations a normal distribution was used to describe the variation in the dimensions shown in tables 2 and 3. For the nickel mask side (the top side) the average dimensions and respective standard deviations were used. For the side opposite the nickel mask (the bottom side) the ratio of the taper from the nickel mask side to the opposite side multiplied by the nickel mask side dimension was used. For a given trial within a simulation a random number generator was used to choose a $P_f$, then using the ANSYS model generated from the trial, the effective area of the specimen side-walls, $A_{esw}$ (see fig. 2) was calculated using the baseline Weibull modulus with CARES/Life and a predefined deterministic load. The load magnitude was arbitrarily assigned since the effective area was independent of the load magnitude for this case. Finally $\sigma_f$ for the trial was calculated from equation (4) using the baseline data and the randomly generated $P_f$ value. The result was a collection of $n$ fracture strengths that could be ordered from lowest to highest value; $\sigma_{f,1}$, $\sigma_{f,2}$, ..., $\sigma_{f,i}$, ..., $\sigma_{f,n}$. These values were then ranked similar to experimental fracture data using the formula

Figure 5.—Quarter-symmetry mesh and first principal stress solution for the elliptical-hole and circular-hole specimen using averaged specimen dimensions. Only the specimen gage section was modeled. The scale is in MPa.
and plotted for ranked failure probability versus fracture strength.

Using the procedure outlined above, simulations for 200 specimens of the circular-hole and elliptical-hole specimen types were run. The curved-specimen was used as the baseline. These results are shown in table 5 and figures 6 and 7. The simulations were generated using a Weibull modulus $m$ of 6.5, which was the value obtained from the fracture forces for the curved specimen and $\sigma_0$ of 0.71 GPa. Table 5 shows the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters from the simulations for the elliptical-hole specimen had a lower estimated Weibull modulus compared to the curved specimen baseline Weibull modulus. This was because the elliptical-hole specimen was affected to a greater degree by dimensional variability. This fact was confirmed when the effective side-wall area $A_{esw}$ versus failure probability $P_f$ was compared for the elliptical-hole specimen. The $A_{esw}$ value tended to be larger at low $P_f$ and smaller at high $P_f$. This is shown in table 6 for the lower, middle, and upper third of the failure probability distribution for the circular- and elliptical-hole specimens. The implication is that when $A_{esw}$ is large fracture strength tends to be lower and when $A_{esw}$ is small fracture strength tends to be larger. Therefore increased scatter in the fracture strengths, and hence a lower Weibull modulus, is observed when $A_{esw}$ varies within a set of specimens versus when $A_{esw}$ is constant. Table 6 shows that the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) of $A_{esw}$ is an order of magnitude smaller for the circular-hole specimens than the elliptical-hole specimens. This means that the effect of variability of dimensions on strength for the circular-hole specimens is much smaller than for the elliptical-hole specimens.

**TABLE 5.**—WEIBULL PARAMETERS ESTIMATED FROM THE PDS SIMULATIONS USING MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD. 90 PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS OF $m$ AND $\sigma_0$ ARE IN PARENTHESES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>No. simulated specimens, $n$</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$\sigma_0$ (GPa)</th>
<th>Avg. $A_{esw}$ (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curved</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular-hole</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.9 (5.4, 6.5)</td>
<td>1.24 (1.22, 1.27)</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptical-hole</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.1 (3.7, 4.5)</td>
<td>1.87 (1.83, 1.94)</td>
<td>0.00050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6](image.png)

*Figure 6.—Cumulative distribution plot of CARES/Life & ANSYS/PDS Monte-Carlo simulation results of 200 predicted fracture stresses for the circular-hole and elliptical-hole specimen types compared to experimental data. The Weibull parameters estimated from the curved specimen data were used as a baseline to predict the strength response of the other specimen geometries.*
TABLE 6.—AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF SIDE-WALL EFFECTIVE AREA, $A_{EWS}$, CALCULATED FROM EACH TRIAL OF THE PDS SIMULATIONS FOR THE LOWER THIRD, MIDDLE THIRD, AND UPPER THIRD OF THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE DISTRIBUTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$A_{EWS}$ (0% ≤ $P_f$ &lt; 33%) (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{EWS}$ (33% ≤ $P_f$ &lt; 66%) (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{EWS}$ (66% ≤ $P_f$ ≤ 100%) (mm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular-hole</td>
<td>0.0039 ± 0.00037</td>
<td>0.0040 ± 0.00043</td>
<td>0.0039 ± 0.00038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptical-hole</td>
<td>0.00078 ± 0.00047</td>
<td>0.00053 ± 0.00042</td>
<td>0.00020 ± 0.00016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 6 and 7 show the CARES/Life & ANSYS/PDS simulation results compared to the experimental data. Figure 7 is a Weibull plot of the data in figure 6. The experimental data did show an appreciable size effect — although less than was expected for the elliptical-hole data. The curved specimen data was used as the baseline and it can be seen that the Weibull parameters chosen fit the curved specimen experimental data very well — as it should have. Very good correlation was achieved for the circular-hole specimen. For the elliptical-hole specimen the simulation tended to over predict the strength. Nonetheless these results were encouraging. It is interesting to note the non-linear character of the simulation for the elliptical-hole specimens in figure 7. The authors speculate that the elliptical specimens may have deviated from a true elliptical shape and also that the area under highest stress was very localized and possibly affected by the surface roughness. This could have caused errors in the finite element analysis of the stresses and consequently effected the strength predictions. Another potential source of error involved the assumption that the surface roughness (and hence strength response) was the same for the curved specimens exterior side-walls as for the elliptical specimens interior side-walls at the hole. Finally, from table 4 it should be pointed out that only 18 elliptical-hole specimens were tested and that the magnitude of the confidence bounds on characteristic strength $\sigma_0$ was significant. This indicates that some of the discrepancy between experiment and prediction might possibly be explained by natural statistical variation.

In this analysis we attempted to account for the additional effect of the scatter of the elliptical-hole specimen dimensions on the predicted strength response using CARES/Life and ANSYS/PDS. It could be
argued that the elliptical-hole data was contaminated by the variation of dimensions and should not have been used. This may be a valid point. But one of the goals of this paper was to show that other stochastic quantities or variables can effect the strength response and that modeling approaches can be formulated that can account for these variations. Being able to do this could have application to other problems where various uncertainties can creep into the manufacturing process.

**Conclusion**

The ability of the Weibull distribution to be used to predict the strength response of room-temperature SiC microtensile specimens with various stress concentrations was investigated using the NASA developed CARES/Life program. Analysis was performed assuming the strength controlling flaws resided on those material surfaces that were exposed to the etching process. The microtensile specimens had significant specimen-to-specimen variations in dimensions because of variations in the nickel mask used in the etching. We demonstrated with the single crystal SiC specimens that ANSYS-PDS and CARES/Life could be used together to account for this variation. This analysis was not rigorous mainly because isotropic material and fracture behavior was assumed. However, the simulation results showed good correlation for the circular-hole specimen geometry and some over prediction of the strength of the elliptical-hole specimens. These results tend to support using the Weibull distribution for design and analysis purposes of SiC MEMS—and probably for other MEMS brittle material systems as well—as long as the material can be modeled as a continuum, the flaw population of the tested specimen and the designed component remain the same, and size-effect extrapolation from the specimen baseline is kept prudently modest.
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Single crystal silicon carbide micro-sized tensile specimens were fabricated with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) in order to investigate the effect of stress concentration on the room-temperature fracture strength. The fracture strength was defined as the level of stress at the highest stressed location in the structure at the instant of specimen rupture. Specimens with an elliptical hole, a circular hole, and without a hole (and hence with no stress concentration) were made. The average fracture strength of specimens with a higher stress concentration was larger than the average fracture strength of specimens with a lower stress concentration. Average strength of elliptical-hole, circular-hole, and without-hole specimens was 1.53, 1.26, and 0.66 GPa, respectively. Significant scatter in strength was observed with the Weibull modulus ranging between 2 and 6. No fractographic examination was performed but it was assumed that the strength controlling flaws originated from etching grooves along the specimen side-walls. The increase of observed fracture strength with increasing stress concentration was compared to predictions made with the Weibull stress-integral formulation by using the NASA CARES/Life code. In the analysis isotropic material and fracture behavior was assumed - hence it was not a completely rigorous analysis. However, even with these assumptions good correlation was achieved for the circular-hole specimen data when using the specimen data without stress concentration as a baseline. Strength was over predicted for the elliptical-hole specimen data. Significant specimen-to-specimen dimensional variation existed in the elliptical-hole specimens due to variations in the nickel mask used in the etching. To simulate the additional effect of the dimensional variability on the probabilistic strength response for the single crystal specimens the ANSYS Probabilistic Design System (PDS) was used with CARES/Life.